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Abstract: At their most abstract level, according to a certain generalized paradigm in biosemiotic philosophy
grounded in well-established mathematical proofs, valid communications from molecules upward must be formally
isomorphic to the dynamic true narrative representations (TNRs) of natural language systems that vest those
meaningful signs with their functional (pragmatic) content. TNRs, in DNA, RNA, proteins, and higher
constructions, therefore, are requisite to health in the individual, in interactions with the larger environment, and
with other organisms. In homo sapiens, the generalized biosemiotic paradigm proves that morbidities in general
must always, in some manner, involve degradation of internal and external communications through TNRs in DNA,
RNA, protein language, organelles, cells, tissues, and organ systems. The mathematically grounded paradigm shows
that any given TNR can be superveniently degenerated, by very coarse or very fine degrees, to many distinct
fictions, errors, lies, and nonsense strings out to the absolute limit of a complete erasure. The depth hypothesis
asserts that if the timing and breadth of any degenerative disruption can be held equal, in fact or in principle, the
depth of penetration of any disruptive factor into biosignaling representations must in theory be pathognomonic of
severity in the supervened morbidities. From meiosis through conception to maturity, ceteris paribus, corruptions
deeper in the developmental hierarchy must be more harmful in the morbidities they supervene. The depth
hypothesis suggests a differentiation of autoimmune disorders as deeper than allergies, but less so than prion
diseases, tumorigenesis, and metastatic cancers in that order. It suggests, therefore, a potentially useful generalized
ranking of morbidities.
Keywords: Aluminum Adjuvants, Autoimmune Diseases, Biosemiotic Depth, Degrading Biosignaling Systems,
Etiology of Morbidities, Pragmatic Mapping, TNR-Theory, True Narrative Representations
Introducing
a
Mathematically
Grounded
Paradigm of Biosemiotics
Biosemiosis, by mainstream definitions, is the
dynamic process of building up meaningful sign
systems. It is generally supposed that such sign
systems must be constructed from whatever order or
chaos actually lies beneath the subatomic level in
physics and undergirds the whole of the biosphere
[1]–[7]. Moreover, such physical orderliness (or
chaos) must either implicitly pre-possess [5] not only
the full complexity of the known biosphere but also
that of the human language capacity — the
consciousness and ability that enables us to discuss
meaningful strings of signs in general [8]–[19] — or,
the biological sign systems culminating in the human
language capacity must somehow develop step-bystep along lines somewhat similar to those proposed
by [6].

Beyond the prevailing view that biological codes
[13], [15], [20]–[25] in one way or another are
essential to life, there is as yet no general consensus
on how they come to be as they are, but we know a
great deal about how they can be disrupted in ways
leading to disorders, diseases, and mortality. In this
paper, taking it for granted that known biosemiotic
systems bear some profound resemblances to natural
language systems with respect to their multi-level
grammatical complexities [26]–[30], we focus our
attention on how biological signaling systems in
general can be damaged by conditions that are
generally referred to loosely in the medical
professions as “morbidities” — for instance, see the
many ways that term is used in the publication known
best by its abbreviated title, MMWR, standing for the
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report published by
the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/index.html).
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Some theoreticians, notably Roman Jakobson and
Lévi-Strauss, as early as 1968, had already speculated
that biological language-like systems might prove to
be isomorphic in their most abstract forms with the
underlying grammars of natural language systems
[10]. However, any strong version of that hypothesis
has been directly or indirectly rejected by at least
some other theoreticians [13], [31], [32] although
there is near universal agreement that all of the
known biological signaling systems are richly
interconnected in a way that certainly resembles
ordinary linguistic discourse in many respects. It
seems that the theoreticians who insist that linguistic
metaphors are either too simple or too complex, have
knowingly or accidentally embraced, the assertion by
Charles S. Peirce that the whole universe seems to be
pervaded by signs, of which human thoughts seem to
be the “chief ... mode of representation” though he
also asserted that “thought is not necessarily
connected with a brain. It appears in the work of
bees, of crystals, and throughout the purely physical
world” (for the Peircean references see the excellent
analysis by Winfred Nöth [29], especially in
footnotes 103-104).
The notion that biological and even physical systems
profoundly depend upon sign systems of various sorts
did not originate with linguists, but was suggested by
physicists and biologists through linguistic analogies,
metaphors, and the words they chose on their arduous
pathway to the discovery of what is still called “the
genetic code” [7], [20], [23], [33]–[37]. In 1956,
Francis Crick [1] suggested, “if we regard the
sequence of base pairs as a code [our emphasis
throughout this quote], there is nothing in the
structure to tell us in which direction to read it,
except the sequence of the bases themselves”. He
supposed that such a “code” might make “‘sense’ if
read one way and ‘nonsense’ if read the other” (p.
537). Three years earlier, George Gamow had written
to Linus Pauling: “Ever since I read the article of
Watson and Crick last June, I was trying to figure out
how a long number written in a fourdigital [sic]
system (i.e. nucleic acid molecule) can determine
(uniquely) a correspondingly long word based on 20letter-alphabet (i.e. an enzyme molecule)” [36]. The
later result of that line of thinking, searching for a
unique determination of meaningfulness or
functionality in living systems led to the discovery of
what is still known as “the genetic code” as if there
were just that one. This, in spite of the fact that “the
genetic code” is neither a unique determiner nor is it
a complete explanation of the biosphere by any
stretch of the imagination , but is known now to be
part of a much grander and vastly more complex
system of inter-related systems [38]–[45] connecting
the whole of the biosphere to the world of physics
and chemistry linked all the way upward to the
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highest of human intellectual capacities manifested in
our deeply layered symbol systems. What remains,
however, and is still agreed upon at the present day,
is the proposition put in many different ways by
diverse researchers but none more clearly that
Thomas A. Sebeok, that “semiosis presupposes the
axiomatic identity of the semiosphere with the
biosphere’’ [46, p. 68].
Many years later, Marcello Barbieri would ask: ‘‘Is
meaning a natural entity? . . . Can we introduce
meaning in biology?’’ He rejected the idea that
biosemiotics
involves
any
non-mechanical
interpretation, though he offered no explanation of
how any combination of mechanical “codes” which
he defined as “rules that establish a correspondence
[presumably “uniquely determined” per Gamow’s
speculation] between two independent worlds” [13,
p. 241] could possibly account for something as
complex and dynamic as human consciousness and
free will. Yet Noam Chomsky [47]–[51], Roger
Sperry [52], [53], and others have shown that those
most abstruse constructs cannot be dispensed with.
More recently, nonetheless Babieri has boldly
asserted that “the organic codes . . . are the great
invariants [our emphasis] of life” and that, therefore,
“the study of all codes of life, is also the study of the
deep logic of life” [1], [2, p. 248]. As exemplars of
“codes”, in his 2014 argument, he listed and cited
references for the genetic code, metabolic code,
Trifonov sequence codes, adhesive code, splicing
codes, signal transduction codes, sugar code, histone
code, cytoskeleton and compartment codes, neural
code, tubulin code, nuclear signaling code, and
ubiquitin code, while implying that many others
remain to be discovered (p. 244). However,
Barbieri’s mechanistic approach seems to have no
answer whatsoever for the devastating complaints,
launched independently by Chomsky and Sperry,
against mechanical models in general. Those authors
showed [47], [48], [50]–[55] that mechanical models
are inadequate explanations of the very simplest
conscious acts of free will [50], [56], [57].
Distinct from and yet falling within the rich and
diverse range of biosemiotic perspectives, several
theories of real (pragmatic) information manifested to
competent observers in the concrete world of matterspace and time have been proposed — Barbieri’s
“code” biology being one among several distinct
approaches [58]–[61]. Nevertheless, it is laudable
that Barbieri seeks “an objective criterion for the
discovery of organic codes” which he supposed must
meet three requirements: “an organic code exists if
we prove the existence of three entities: (1) two
independent worlds of molecules; (2) a potentially
unlimited number of arbitrary connections between
them implemented by adaptors; and (3) a selection of
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adaptors (a set of coding rules) that ensures a specific
correspondence” [13, p. 244]. Whereas Barbieri has
produced nothing resembling a mathematically
general proof of his theory of biological codes, his
pursuit of them, narrowly constrained by his
insistence on mechanistic modeling, nonetheless,
calls to mind general proofs that have been produced
along Peircean lines by C. S. Peirce himself in 1897
[62], Tarski 1941, 1949 [63], [64], and more recently
by others [65]–[67] (also see Sowa [68]–[70]). On the
basis of such mathematical arguments generalized to
their limits for all possible meaningful sign systems
in the recently developed theory of true narrative
representations (TNRs), the nature of meaning in
biology can be given a definitive meaning along the
lines sought by Barbieri in “biological codes”. The
difference, however, is that what Barbieri assets is
“mechanical” in the “codes” of biology, is so
completely fraught with meaning from the level of
quantum physics to the human language capacity,
that intelligence, consciousness, intentionality,
teleology, and free will are essential components
interconnecting the hierarchy of systems from top to
bottom and through and through.
It comes out that a rich interpretive version of
biosemiotics grounded in general mathematical
proofs shows that the systems of signs found in the
complex molecules of DNAs, RNAs, proteins, and in
their distinct higher level composite structures seen in
the cells, tissues, and organs of living beings such as
ourselves are grounded in the determinative systems
of relations most easily discerned in the absolutely
commonplace ordinary TNRs of typically successful,
though mundane, human discourse [65]–[67], [71],
[72]. As an undeniable empirical aspect of such
biological sign systems, no reasonable educated
person today, not since the “discovery of the genetic
code” [23], [30], [33], [35], [36], [73] denies that
meaningful biological strings of signs are involved in
dynamic interactions with each other and with the
body’s peptides, organelles, cells, tissues, and organ
systems, as well as with other organisms, e.g., the
microbiota inside and outside the body [74], [75].
For even a moment of health and well-being — and
much more so for a lifetime of mostly healthful days,
weeks, and so forth — valid TNRs are required
probably from sub-atomic levels and certainly from
molecular levels right on upward to the very pinnacle
of human consciousness, free will, and intellectual
human discourse. Along the lines of Gamow’s
speculation about “unique determination” of
sequences of amino acids in proteins by sequences of
base-pairs in nucleic acid, and Barbieri’s
commitment to determinative “codes” crucial to the
existence of living systems, the mathematical
arguments of TNR-theory show why biological
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signaling systems of complex and interrelated codes
must undergird the human language capacity through
which we interact with each other and without which
we could not even try to understand the universe and
our place in it [40], [76].
Here we introduce for non-specialists a rapidly
developing theoretical paradigm under the scope of
the mathematically grounded framework of
biosemiotics as expressed in TNR-theory. That whole
system of thought embraces the molecular signaling
systems of living organisms and extends to the
highest levels of discursive representations
manifested in the human language capacity. Human
discourse occupies, it seems, the very highest level of
semiotic systems in general. If it were not for that
most general and abstract representational system, we
would not be engaged in this discussion in the first
place. The particular brand of biosemiotic theory
applied here, namely TNR-theory, though universal
in its applicability to meaningful sign systems, as
already noted, it is grounded in explicit but
completely general logico-mathematical proofs by
Peirce and others. The basis is found in the unique
formal properties of ordinary true representations. In
keeping with the rule proposed by Richard Feynman
— who famously said, “we are not concerned with
where an idea comes from; the sole test of its validity
is experiment” [77] — hypotheses drawn from the
particular theory of biosemiotics to be examined here
have been and are now being actively tested
empirically in many contexts [71], [72], [74], [78]–
[83].
In this paper, we consider a certain hypothesis
derived from TNR-theory that enables us to
differentiate the morbidities that impact human
beings and to produce a general ranking of them. We
pay special attention to those that affect our unique
language capacity. We are particularly interested here
in the ones that harm the central nervous system
(CNS) and in the factors that produce them. Such
morbidities and their causal factors are special
because they impact our ability to understand
ordinary experience, to communicate with each other,
and to reason about the material space-time world in
which we find ourselves biologically and consciously
embodied. Evidently, because of the tendency for
errors in biosemiotic processes to accumulate
progressively and inevitably over time — owing to
the law of entropy from generalized and extended to
quantum physics by the physicist and mathematician
Edwin Thompson Jaynes [84]–[86] — no individual
is exempt from the eventual collapse of all the
communication systems on which the body of every
living plant and animal depends. Therefore, it is
certain the issues dealt with in this paper concern all
human beings. The central question here concerns
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provenance of the morbidities that eventually must
effect the catastrophic biosemiotic systems failure
that in ordinary talk is called death. It is not a pretty
word, but it is one that concerns every human being.
The Depth Hypothesis
The specific hypothesis proposed here allows a
ranking of morbidities with respect to their depth of
penetration into the signaling systems that enable our
organ systems to continue functioning. We argue that
a general theory of signs is needed to make sense of
the dynamically interrelated biosemiotic systems that
are essential to human health and well-being. Such a
theory must embrace the most basic meaningful
molecules in our bodies right up to the most abstract
and the highest meaning systems of the human mind.
As we will show, meaningful strings of signs are not
only connected from the molecular level right up to
the highest functions of the human CNS, but they are
necessarily constrained by the same logical
principles. At their deepest and most abstract level,
TNR-theory shows how and why validly interpreted
strings of biological signs many layers deep must be
and are isomorphic with the most abstract formal
strings of signs manifested as TNRs in mundane
human discourse.
In sum, the goal in this paper is to offer a
comprehensive overview of morbid conditions,
consistent
with
what
is
known
from
experimental/empirical findings enabling the
differentiation of major classes of all the morbid
conditions trending toward the inevitable limit of
mortality. We regard as special test cases, the loosely
defined classes of mysterious prion diseases,
systemic auto-immunities, tumorigenesis, and
metastatic cancers. It is not our purpose here to fine
tune the depth hypothesis or the ranking that it
entails, but rather to state it as clearly as possible and
in doing so to suggest, and to demonstrate from some
relevant empirical evidence how it can be further
tested and refined.
As Simple as Possible
As Einstein put it in his often quoted dictum of 1929,
we seek a theory “that is as simple as possible but no
simpler” [87]. The aim is to make the theory as
consistent as possible with all the known facts
without making it either more or less complex than it
needs to be as required both by Ockham’s Razor [88]
and by Leibniz’s principle of the identity of
indiscernibles [89], [90]. Einstein noted that the
majority of physical theories are “constructive”
inasmuch as they “build a picture of some complex
phenomena out of some relatively simple
proposition” [91, p. 8]. The assertion that relatively
perfect true narrative representations (TNRs) are
commonplace, is that kind of simple, foundational
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proposition. Once in place, as explained below, that
idea enables a series of logico-mathematical proofs
by construction and leads to the generation of many
empirically testable hypotheses currently being
addressed as already noted in citations given above.
The constructive/synthetic theories grounded in
“some relatively simple proposition”, Einstein
contrasted with the less common theories that are
analytical — the ones relying “on mathematical
formula”, i.e., completely general principles that
“apply to every case which presents itself” (p. 8).
TNR-theory uses both of those approaches: the
universal principles to be explained and applied
prove a series of general inequalities ranging from
the relatively complete and well-formed nature of
every TNR to the myriads of less complete forms that
can be derived from TNRs by degenerating them to
fictions, errors, lies, nonsense, and complete
erasures. Capsulizing the “relatively simple
[synthetic] proposition” and placing it in the context
of certain “mathematical formula” — the “analytical”
aspect of the theory — it has been proved that
regardless which exemplar of a biological or
linguistic TNR may “present itself” (or that any
researcher may arbitrarily select), it is always
possible to derive from such a representation a series
of demonstrably less perfect fictions, errors, lies, and
nonsense forms, up to and including a complete
erasure. Moreover, TNR-theory proves that TNRs
provide the only possible basis for the discovery of
any meaning in any sign systems whatsoever.
What Counts as a TNR?
The mathematical proofs of the whole theory unfold
from the undeniable facts that TNRs exist in
abundance and that every single one of them —
whether in a human language or in a biological
language, as suggested by Figure 1 A and B,
respectively — takes the form of a representation
with three parts which stand in a relatively perfect
agreement to each other: (1) there is a symbolic part,
S, consisting of a complex string or
stereoscopic/harmonic system of relations, (2) a
pragmatic mapping relation, π, a dynamic moving
model, of that complex string/system onto (3) a
particular material objective context, O, situated in
the space-time-material world with which S and π
agree as completely as they purport to agree. As an
example of a TNR, easily checked by any number of
observers provided they have a computer and access
to the internet, is the sequence of events recorded in
the
YouTube
at
this
link
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E43CfukEgs&list=PLhLixXCfmuOjmXd4HKMZ_FwIia
wD7mtZK&index=120&t=201s), as reported by
Brian Cox of the BBC. The recording there concerns
a variation on Galileo’s experiment where he, or one
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of his students, allegedly dropped different sized
cannonballs from the Tower of Pisa. The objective
was to test Aristotle’s claim that the heavier object
should fall faster.
Sans the commitment to a strictly mechanical system,
the abstract relations constituted by every TNR, do
indeed capture the essential components of a
“biological code” as described by Barbieri [13].
TNRs also, as shown in the example of the expensive
experiment in the Cleveland vacuum chamber with a
feather and bowling ball, incorporate as Barbieri
argues essential requirements of the long-standing
“scientific method” that was so eloquently
demonstrated by Galileo’s test of Aristotle’s false
dictum that heavier objects must fall faster than
lighter ones. However, by contrast with Barbieri’s
insistence on a mechanism/model that “uniquely
determines” a sequential relation between distinct
domains TNR-theory allows for what Peirce (see
Sowa [68], [70] for excellent discussion) defined as
theorematic reasoning to produce abstract
correspondences between the components of a TNR
that could not be discovered or produced by any
simple mechanism or algorithm. Sowa explains that
algorithms employed by so-called “artificial
intelligence” systems can be made very good at doing
strict deductive reasoning, the type that Peirce termed
“corollarial”, but with respect to inferential reasoning
of the “theorematic” type, they can be beaten by a
“good high school student”. Experimental reports that
measure up to the standard of TNRs can be mundane
and uninteresting corollarial tests or they can be
original and creative purposeful demonstrations that
reach far beyond mere deductions from known facts.

Figure 1. The core semiotic systems in every TNR
manifested as an SπO relation, A, at the macro-level
of any human language, and, B, at the molecular
level of biosignaling systems. Such systems enable
bodily growth from the most abstract level
connected through dynamic physical movements
with the concrete material world of space-time
producing what appear as a micro-level and a
macro-level exponentially growing spiral (see
Figure 2).
In the experiment reported by Cox, the test involved
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dropping a feather and a bowling ball inside the
multi-billion-dollar vacuum chamber in Cleveland,
Ohio. Any competent observer can see that in the
experiment reported by Cox: the bowling ball and the
feather fell at the same rate. The italicized portion is
a TNR. It is true because all the parts of the TNR, the
S-string π-mapped to its O by Cox, or by any
observer, are all found to stand in agreement with
each other. The SπO system of relations is as true as
it purports to be of the material facts reported.
Because those facts are part of a larger sequence of
events, the SπO system in question is a narrative, a
report of events unfolding over some span of time. It
is also invariably a representation because the S
purports to be true of its O by virtue of a faithful πmapping of that S onto that O. Though each
component of the SπO system of relations takes a
rather different form than the other two components
— the relatively abstract and general S-string is itself,
being a string of words in English, profoundly
different from the intelligent π-mapping through a
sequence of actions (for instance, the speaking of
Cox and now the tapping on certain keys on a
computer by the writer of these words) onto the
dynamic concrete material facts observed in the Opart of the SπO relation. Likewise that O-part is
entirely different from the other two parts of the SπO
system of relations. Yet all of them stand in relatively
perfect agreement — a kind of harmony that seems to
transcend any of the three components. The fact that
the harmony in question is real, once it is known in
the form of a TNR, one that shows the abstract
proposition to be a real manifestation of ordinary
truth, is demonstrable in the fact that every such TNR
can be paraphrased in many different ways in the
same language or can be translated into other
languages.
TNRs Have Unique Logical Properties
As soon as the idea underlying the formal nature of
every TNR — that is the simple synthetic proposition
grounding the theory — was made clear, it was
possible to prove analytically (mathematically) that
only the S of a TNR can determine any particular
object, O, in a material context of facts by a πmapping that connects S with that O and thus with
the rest of the material world. As a consequence, the
π-mapping of that S to that particular O generalizes
to all similars exactly to extent of the similarity up to
a limit of identity — engaging Leibniz’s principle of
the identity of indiscernibles [89]. Moreover, only
TNRs, among all the meaningful and potentially
meaningful representational forms that exist, have the
logical properties designated as determinacy,
connectedness, and generalizability. Therefore, only
one or more TNRs can provide the necessary basis
for the vesting of any meaningful sign system
whatsoever with any discoverable trace of meaning.
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TNR-theory Is Not Tautologous
While it has recently been asserted by a
critic/reviewer of an earlier draft of this paper that the
initial proposition of TNR-theory, and, therefore, its
proofs, are tautological, such an objection is easily
refuted by empirically examining any TNR
whatsoever. It does not matter at all which TNR in
particular presents itself or which one might be
arbitrarily selected. Every actual and meaningful
representational system without exception by its
intrinsic nature connects with the material world in a
comprehensible and discoverable way through an
SπO system of relations and thus, in principle and in
fact, connects with all other TNRs — directly
through their general semantic values and indirectly
through their particular pragmatic connections with
the material world. Also, only TNRs can adequately
express or enable the association of any intelligible
meaning with fictions, errors, lies, nonsense strings,
or any degree of degeneracy up to and including a
complete erasure of the last vestige of a
representation. Therefore, every single TNR refutes
the charge that the foundational proposition of TNRtheory is, or that ones derived from TNRs, are
tautological [65], [66], [92]. They are not tautological
nor do they enter the sort of “vicious circles” leading
to the “antinomies” enumerated in the Principia
Mathematica by Whitehead and Russell [93]–[95].
In fact it was proved much earlier, first by Peirce
[62], and later by Tarski [63], [64] that all meaningful
sign relations are parasitically dependent on those
legitimately and competently judged to be true. That
underlying principle of TNR-theory was also implicit
in Aristotle’s often translated axiom: “Nihil est in
intellectu quod non prius fuerit in sensu” [there is
nothing known by the mind that was not first known
to the senses] [96, p. 112], [97, p. Book 3, Part 8].
Neither the claim nor its proofs are circular, but more
than a few scholars seem to have at least implied that
the truth of any ordinary representations that happen
to be true must be either trivial and unimportant, or in
fact tautologous, even entering a vicious circle.
Avoiding the “Vicious Circle” of Russell’s
Paradox
Peirce summed up the error of Russell [98] leading to
“Russell’s Paradox” — the most famous of the
logical and mathematical “antinomies” [99] later
discussed in the Principia Mathematica (Whitehead
and Russell, [93]–[95]). Peirce wrote what “puzzles
the Hon. Bertrand Russell in his Principles of
Mathematics is whether a collection which has but a
single individual member is identical with that
individual” [96, p. 371]. Can an actually existing
concrete entity be regarded as the abstract class to
which it belongs? Is a class of dogs itself the same as
the particular dog or dogs that it may contain? Or,
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can an abstract general representation, say a
description of a person’s particular habits,
employment, title, or distinctive patterns of dress, be
identical with that concrete particular individual
person? In supposing that such propositions are
meaningful, Russell entered a “vicious circle”: to get
into it, he chose to regard the semantic value
associated with a general mathematical abstraction as
the same sort of pragmatically real concrete entity
that the abstraction might be used to represent on
some particular occasion, or in any of the countless
occasions where that singular and unique entity
presents itself.
Russell conflated the concrete particular entity
referred to by an abstract representation with the
semantic value of that abstraction. In doing so, he
failed to observe the rule laid down by Peirce that
“being and being represented are completely
different” [1, p. Draft D-MS L75, 382-387]. As
Peirce argued very early in his published writings,
whatever exists cannot be judged to be either true or
false, it just is what it is [101]–[103]. If it could
represent itself, that representation could not be false,
but since whatever is present in reality, simply is
whatever it is, it cannot present itself otherwise, so, it
cannot be false to itself. However, representations
that purport to be about material entities other than
themselves — say, some distinct sequence of events
or some other actual state of affairs — do introduce
the possibility of falsehood as distinct from truth. But
the raw states of the material world of space and
time, just are as they are and cannot logically
represent themselves other than they are. They cannot
be false.
Meaning Derives Only from TNRs
Once the formal system of every TNR was clarified,
it would become possible to prove the following
series of inequalities [1] which form the basis for the
depth hypothesis in this paper:
(Sπ O)i > (Sπ O)i > (S/π O/ )i> (S/π/ O
/ )i> S/i > _i

(1)

For any instance of a TNR that might present itself,
we find a system of relations that may be summed up
as (Sπ O)i. If we conceal or remove any aspect of the
O component so that the removed or hidden part must
be imagined, we come to the form underlying every
fiction that can be derived from (Sπ O)i to produce a
somewhat less complete system of relations that may
be designated as (Sπ O)i, where the underlining
suggests that some part of the represented O must be
imagined. If all else has been held equal in the
construction of such a fiction, it is clear that it must
be less complete than the TNR from which it was
derived.
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Next we come to increasingly degenerated systems of
representation designated as errors taking the form, (S/
πO
/ )i , where the slashes indicate that mistaking a
fiction for a TNR, all else remaining unchanged,
involves two further degeneracies. For one, some part
of the S used to represent the O at issue is actually
representing some other O and all or some of the O at
issue is different from the one represented.
Progressing to a lie derived from an error and
intended to be mistaken for a TNR, a further
degeneracy appears in the π-mapping as shown in (S/π/
O
/ )i . Beyond that level of degeneracy, we come to the
sort of nonsense shown in S/i where all that is retained
is the surface form of the sort of S that might appear
in a TNR.
The only further degeneracy that might occur to such
a remnant is to erase part or all of it as suggested by
_i . The nature of the construction, in all such cases, is
such that each element in the rank is necessarily less
complete than the one preceding it. Moreover, having
proved beforehand that no S can gain any determinate
significance except through a valid π-mapping
connecting it to some particular O in the material
world the rank suggested in the above series of
inequalities completely covers the range not only of
all possible meaningful S-string/systems of signs, but
it extends through the full range of possible nonsense
strings and partial erasures up to the limit of complete
annihilation of the S-string/system. The simplicity,
completeness, and generalizability of the proofs of
TNR-theory, as noted, may lead some readers to
suppose that the system is so obvious that it cannot
have any practical applications. That tempting
inference, like the facile notion that TNR-theory
might be tautologous, is also false.
Testing the Ranking of Symbol Systems
The abstract and completely general series of
mathematical inequalities given above at formula (1)
follows from the unique logical completeness of
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TNRs. The ranking of the meaningful elements of
that series, (Sπ O)i > (Sπ O)i > (S/π O
/ )i> (S/π/O/ )i, omitting
nonsense strings, S/i and complete erasures, _i, is
confirmed empirically by the order in which such
systems are acquired by children as they
systematically decipher the S-strings of any natural
language.
Omitting details, milestones in normally progressing
language development at the macro-level of the
maturing individual from conception forward can be
expressed approximately as in Figure 2. At the
macro-level
of
cognitive-emotional-linguistic
development, the normally developing child
advances from (1) conception to (2) voluntary
movements in the womb from the first trimester [104,
pp. 12–26] and recognition of the rhythms of the
native language [105]–[107]; (3) smiling by the third
trimester [104, pp. 98–101]; (4) mapping mom’s
familiar voice to her unfamiliar face within a few
minutes of mom’s speaking to the neonate at birth
[108]; (5) the normally developing baby by about
three months of age can differentiate and produce
distinct vowel sounds modeled by an adult [109]; (6)
can produce syllabic (canonical) babble by about six
months[110] and has acquired a substantial receptive
repertoire of words within six to nine months after
birth [111]–[114]; (7) produces a first recognizable
word by about the first birthday [109], [115], [116];
(8) moves on to two-word constructions (and more)
by about the second birthday [117]; (9) differentiates
verbal pretending from TNR production by about the
third birthday [118]; (10) selectively can correct
known errors distinguishing them from pretend
communications (fictions) by about the fourth
birthday [119]; (11) roughly between the fifth and
eighth birthday is able to explain verbally the
difference between an error and a deliberate lie [120];
and (12) normally advances to handling the full
complexity of adult-level discourse roughly between
ages 12 and 18 [121].
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Figure 2. The growth spiral with certain empirically established milestones predicted by TNR-theory.
Empirically established milestones of the cognitiveemotional-linguistic development of the normally
developing child conform as precisely as could be
expected to the ranking of the meaningful systems by
TNR-theory [1]. The normally developing child
necessarily first comprehends and then later produces
TNRs.

Figure 3. The develomental growth spiral unfurled as
a curve hypothetically expressed as an exponential
progression by powers of 2 of the number of cells
increasing by mitosis.
The rate of progress through the meaningful
linguistic strings in the series from TNRs, to fictions,
errors, and lies (according to the inequalities in
formula 1 above) differ greatly across normally
developing children, but the sequence described does
not vary [109], [115], [116].
Similar to the growth spiral for normal language
development there is a micro-level spiral. As
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constructed in Figure 2, the macro-level growth spiral
is hypothesized to approximate a Fibonacci sequence
[122], but that hypothetical shape remains to be
tested against empirical measurements. By contrast,
the micro-level growth spiral must logically
approximate growth by powers of 2 with a time-lapse
roughly equivalent to the time between the cycles of
mitosis that are initiated following conception. That
progression, also, is nevertheless subject to
experimental verification.
Disrupting Biological TNRs Causes Disease
Another hypothesis that follows directly from TNRtheory is that all morbid conditions affecting human
beings from stress “disorders” [123], [124] to lifethreatening infectious diseases [125], to poisoning
events [81], [83], [126], or traumatic injuries of any
kind [127], must involve the disruption of the body’s
biosignaling systems in some way. The biosemiotic
depth hypothesis is framed in relation to what is
known of the body’s biosignaling systems and the
many ways they can be disrupted. At the deepest
level, throughout the body’s development from
conception to maturity, the most comprehensive, and
best protected level of the representational systems
are found in the nuclear DNA which, in view of its
coherence and regulatory functions, governs
mitochondrial DNA [128], the epigenetic systems,
proteomic systems, and so forth all the way out to the
body’s most superficial epithelial cells. Those limits,
from the surface of the skin to the nucleosome, define
the sense in which “depth” is to be taken in this
paper. In the final analysis, depth from a logical
perspective must be a function of the number and
density characteristics of the barriers to be penetrated
or breached.
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It may seem trivial at first to take note of the fact that
the most superficial membranous container of the
body at the level of the epithelium is also a container
of many containers of containers. Yet it is evident
that such a container has its origin at the level of the
first pair of nucleated stem cells that initiate the
development of the post-fertilization blastocyst to be
implanted within another deeply embedded container
of containers within the matrix. It is also obvious that
the integrity and coherence of the whole, throughout
the life span, depends at its deepest level on the
governing systems in the organism’s DNA deeply
embedded at the level of the well-guarded
nucleosome.
As we penetrate more deeply into the mysteries of
that controlling level of biosemiosis, in the smaller
and smaller containers within the body, as we
approach spaces near the diameter of a water
molecule at about 1.9 to 2.75 Ångströms [129], some
nontrivial surprises come to light. For instance,
biochemists may be surprised by the mathematical
fact that the surface area within the smaller and
smaller containers becomes larger and larger as the
entities become smaller and smaller up to a limit of
whatever the smallest containing space may turn out
to be. In living organisms that limit is believed to be
near the size of the water molecule which can form a
container, a hydrological shell, one or more water
molecules thick, containing a maximum space of
about 3 nm in diameter [129]–[134].
Unsurprisingly, water molecules and their dynamic
interactions with each other and with other
molecules, seem to be crucially involved in nearly
every
conceivable
biosemiotic
interaction
approximating the nano-level [131], [132], [135], as
also seems to hold in the electro-chemical
transmissions of our nerves. Because of the almost
unlimited increase in the inner and outer interfacial
surface areas of membranes contained within and
containing increasingly smaller and smaller
containers, molecular entities, and atoms, the extent
to which the nano-level and sub-nano-level
interactions at those surfaces impact biosemiotic
processes may be difficult to over-estimate. Adding
to the real physical and biochemical complexities in
such micro-domains is the fact that the processes
occurring within them typically take place in a time
frame ranging from about a micro-second down into
the pico-second range [136], [137] and faster [131],
[138]–[140]. All of the foregoing should be kept in
mind as we examine the essential elements of the
very simple, though abstract, mathematical theory of
the valid kind of representations, TNRs, on which all
coherent communications absolutely depend.
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Analogous to Child Language Development
As suggested in Figures 1a and 2a, at its basis,
biosemiosis is remarkably similar in its formal
dynamics and progress over time to the growth and
development of the natural language systems that are
acquired by normally developing children all over the
world [60], [61]. Biosemiotic interactions also bear
some analogy to the artificial language systems
deployed in computing. Computer users know about
bugs and viruses that can result in anything from
temporary inconveniences to the notorious “blue
screen of death” which may still precede
unrecoverable system failures in some computers.
The extreme opposite of the corrupted strings of
signs leading to breakdowns in artifacts, as well as to
morbidities and mortality in living organisms are the
successful communications grounded in valid strings
of signs that are essential to our health and wellbeing. The simplest and most easily understood
successful interactions are those that are first
understood and later produced by the normally
developing human infants that grow and mature into
speakers of one or several natural languages.
Breakdowns Produce Disorder, Disease, and
Death
In biosemiosis, partial breakdowns statistically and
actually must trend toward disorder and disease [78],
[79], [82], [141], [142]. Complete breakdowns end in
death. In between, the nature of the breakdown in
question can be explained by determining the nature,
timing, and extent of the injuries resulting in the
breakdowns. Of particular importance to the
breakdowns leading to disorders, as will be
explained, is their place in the unfolding
developmental narrative of the organism as defined in
the series of inequalities introduced above. As
already shown, in natural language acquisition, the
inequalities of that series define key milestones of the
child’s growth spiral as discussed in view of a
growing body of research reviewed by Oller et al.
[118], [143]. Perhaps more importantly, they also
define a rank order in the severity of the degrees of
incompleteness in (or damage done to) genetic,
epigenetic, and proteomic messages in biosemiotic
systems as described by Oller [66].
In morbidities, biosemiotic interactions, are disrupted
in key respects. For instance, in the autoimmune
disorder systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE),
biosemiotic message systems are believed to be
damaged in a variety of ways. Among the implicated
toxins to be considered below are aluminum
compounds [81], [144] and biocides [145]–[154].
As we seek to understand better how the exceedingly
complex interactions in the body’s biosemiotic
systems work, we are forced to support those who
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reject the traditional interpretation of the “central
dogma” of molecular biology [22]. The dogma was
correct in asserting that components of DNA map
through RNAs to protein sequences in building
organelles, cells, tissues, and the organ systems of
our bodies, but it was incorrect in suggesting, as
many have understood it, that protein sequences have
no power to communicate with DNA [40], [66], [76],
[155], [156]. The process of biosemiosis in this
regard is now known to be vastly more complex and
more dynamic than formerly supposed [23].
In normal development, biosemiosis is a dynamic
narrative-like truth-balancing act. It unfolds as a story
where certain events must and do occur ahead of
others. Because certain events are prerequisite to
ones that follow, interventions that disrupt such
sequences, or that fail to take account of the
necessary progression, are apt to fail. Along the way,
at the molecular level, the meanings dynamically
present in the intact DNA molecule communicate
through a great diversity of RNAs which also interact
with each other, and with a multitude of protein
strings. In the best case scenario, information in DNA
governing the construction of protein strings is
communicated faithfully through RNAs and true
reports are delivered back to DNA concerning
progress in the unfolding narrative expressed as
proteins, organelles, cells, and so forth develop in the
maturing individual [40].
Disruptive Factors
Factors that can reduce biosemiotic TNRs to errors,
lies, and nonsense include radiant energy, chemical
toxins, pathogenic invasions, and their interactions.
Such factors can disrupt communication between
DNA, RNAs, and protein systems. Some medical
interventions and experimental genetic modifications
can also result in catastrophic breakdowns in
biosignalling systems ending in the death of
individual patients [157]–[159]. Similarly, both living
individuals and future generations can be adversely
affected by damage to nuclear and/or mitochondrial
DNA [128], [160], [161]. However, mtDNA is
evidently governed and subject to successful
interactions with nuclear DNA [128], so the latter,
effectively resides at the deepest level of the body’s
biosemiotic systems.
We hypothesize that the depth of penetration of any
injurious factor into those biosemiotic systems — all
else being held equal, including nutritional and
environmental parameters as well as the progress of
the organism(s) on the normal growth spiral — can
serve to differentiate morbidities in general with
autoimmune disorders and SLE in focus. On such a
basis, we can show that systemic autoimmunities
involve a level necessarily deeper than allergies but
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not so deep as tumorigenesis which itself is not quite
so deep as any metastatic cancer. All else being held
equal, the hypothesis explored here is that the depth
of penetration of damage to (corruption of)
biosemiotic systems is pathognomonic. More
specifically, it provides a possibly useful basis for
differentiating the major classes of known
morbidities.
Depth Defined by Position in the Growth Spiral
The most fundamental of the biosemiotic texts
conveyed across generations must first be loaded into
the parental gametes during the vulnerable multistage
process of meiosis [162]. Then, after successful
fertilization and conception have taken place, the
initial DNA text must be replicated billions of times
through similarly vulnerable cycles of mitosis [163].
From conception forward in the developmental spiral,
many trillions of successful communications within
the developing embryo and between it and its
prenatal and postnatal environments must take place
[79]. Along the way, gene regulating networks of
vast complexity develop and record progress in the
DNA of the individual through differential
methylation patterns [40], [164], [165].
Whereas all nucleated cells contain the entire
dynamic genome of the individual, the differential
activation of its components depends on valid
communications within the developing organism also
taking account of the material environment in which
the particular DNA molecule itself, the nucleated
cell, the tissue, organ, and the whole body is located.
All this must be determined by something like a
universal global positioning system that constantly
updates the cell’s material coordinates within the
developing body [166]–[168] relative to the
unfolding narrative that represents the whole
organism.
It is now clear, and perhaps unsurprising, that the
genome is far more dynamic and interactive than it
was initially conceived to be by Watson and Crick
(1953). Given the known interactions between the
dynamic DNA and environmental factors such as the
availability of methyl compounds in the diet [155], it
is believed that differential methylation throughout
the life cycle of the organism, and demethylation at
two critical stages, are playing important roles in
maintaining the fidelity of the unfolding narrative of
the growth spiral [169], [170]. Extensive
demethylation during gamete loading and again
during the earliest stages of embriogenesis are
probably essential to the initiation of well-formed
stem cells in the newly developing organism [164],
[171].
From the vantage point of TNR theory, it appears as
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though much of the history of the distinct narratives
of the child’s father and mother (up to the time of the
meiotic formation of their gametes) may be erased
through large scale demethylation in the initiation of
the newly developing narrative in the DNA of the
child [169]. It is supposed that error corrections are
occurring in these large scale demethylations.
Likewise, corrections are believed to be occurring in
the huge information exchanges taking place during
the syndesis phase of gamete loading that must occur
during the meiosis of gamete cells in both parents
[172]. However, because of the complexities of the
highly articulated texts upon which the processes of
methylation and demethylation depend, they are
especially vulnerable to disruption by radiant energy,
toxins, pathogens, and their interactions. Therefore,
survival and normal development depends on a valid
DNA text correctly transmitted through meiosis in
haploid chromosomes from both parents, interpreted
and conjugated at the time of fertilization and
conception, and from there forward successfully
replicated and differentiated through many cycles of
mitosis as the organism progresses on the growth
spiral.
In mature adults, at the deepest level, gametes are
protected by membranous barriers such as the blood
testis barrier (BTB) in the male [173], [174] and by a
difficult to penetrate membranous barrier in the
oocyte of mammalian females [175]. After
impregnation the placental barrier helps to guard the
developing prenate from damaging metals, viruses,
and nanoparticles [176]–[181] and the DNA of the
developing individual is encased inside a difficult to
penetrate nuclear envelope that must first be
disassembled and then reconstructed as two new
envelopes are constructed in cell mitosis [182].
Thus, nuclear DNA throughout the life of the
organism, though protected by membranes
differentially resistant to permeability from outside
the epidermis through the epithelial tissues and
inward to the deepest level of the nucleolus, becomes
particularly vulnerable to damage from toxins and/or
attack by pathogens during mitosis. Nuclear DNA
has long been known to have special protection by
microparasols of melanin shielding the nucleus of
epidermal cells from ultra-violet light [183]–[186].
Melanin is not only involved in protection from
radiation at the surface but also serves as an
antioxidant and chelator of metals and certain
toxicants [187] and in the form of neuromelanin is
known to be vital to the health of the brain [188]–
[190].
Immune Defenses from the Beginning?
As development progresses, the typical prenatal
human advances, as suggested in Figure 1, through
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an amazing series of micro-level biosemiotic
milestones somewhat analogous to ones that can
more easily be identified at a macro-level in the
growth spiral of the whole organism from conception
through birth and beyond. From very early on, if all
goes well, at the molecular level, the maintenance,
repair, and immune resources inherited mainly from
the microbiome of the mother seamlessly transition to
the rapid development of an increasingly
sophisticated capacity of the neonate’s self to
differentiate its own cells and their parts from nonself
entities
with
the
aid
of
majorhistocompatibility/human leukocyte antigen class I
(MHC/HLA I). It is extracted from self –DNA and
arranged on the surface of cells in complex
stereoscopically defined shapes used to mark
essentially all of the nucleated self-cells throughout
the body. The genomic complex in which that selfidentifying information is initially expressed,
according to Arango et al., has the distinction of
being “the most polymorphic gene cluster of the
mammal genome” [191, p. 82].
We can think of that self-defining information in
MHC/HLA I at a micro-level as like a birth
certificate showing citizenship, a valid address, and
employment documentation to identify individual
cells, their functions, and authorizations in the rapidly
changing contexts of the whole body as it progresses
on the growth spiral. Such information is essential to
nutrient transport, repairs when needed, defenses
against potential invaders, waste disposal, travel (if
allowed) across membranes, cells, tissues, and organ
systems within the body. As the child grows an
increasing array of non-self entities will be
encountered, some of them potentially hostile to the
survival of the self. According to traditional and
current theories of immunity, some non-self entities
will already have been singled out for marking by
MHC/HLA II through the child’s IgG inherited from
its mother before birth [176], from mother’s
microbiome after birth [mostly by vaginal birth]
[192], and from mother’s IgA if the child happens to
be breastfed [193]. However, recent research has
shown that the stem cells in umbilical cord blood
already possess the genetic requirements for the
production of immunoglobulins [194] and contrary to
the long-standing view that only B cells can produce
IgG and IgA, there is persuasive evidence that mature
epidermal cells can do so as well [195]. All of these
resources are important to the biosemiotic
interactions between the self’s maintenance, repair,
and defense systems and the non-self entities (along
with their peptide components) that the self needs to
monitor. Some of those non-self entities or
components will need to be captured, interrogated,
quarantined, or possibly destroyed and expelled.
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Throughout the development and growth process,
corruptions of biosemiotic strings especially those
that involve MHC/HLA II can result in the sort of
confusion where the defense systems of the body
mistake harmless antigens for dangerous pathogenic
invaders, resulting in allergic reactions which in
extreme cases may be fatal [196], or, with additional
damage, may result in developmental autoimmune
diseases targeting self-peptides, cells, tissues, and
organs for immune attack and destruction [197],
[198]. When that additional damage to biosemiotics
systems occurs, the individual transitions from
allergy, potentially fatal if carried to the extreme of
anaphylaxis [199], to systemic autoimmune disease
where immune defenses are turned upon selfpeptides, cells, and tissues [197], [198].
In allergies and in the deeper level autoimmune
disorders, disrupting factors such as radiant energy,
toxicity, pathogenic impact from viruses, for
instance, and their interactions, seem to be involved
in causation [144], [200]–[202]. Even something as
subtle as seasonal changes in the external
environment seem to be impactful in these types of
disorders [200]. Nevertheless, in spite of all the
maintenance, repair, and defense systems in place,
damage to biosignaling systems is inevitable and
morbidities occur at multiple levels. Necessary
interactions are, as noted earlier, susceptible to
injuries from toxins [81], [203]–[210], trauma from
radiant energy (particles or waves; [211]), as well as
interactive injuries that may spill over from
pathogens [212]–[217], and even ruptured
membranes owed to bruising of parental gametes can
contribute to inappropriately extreme immune
responses [218].
Whenever during the normal course of development,
the self is attacked by one or more disease agents that
are regarded by the body’s immune defense systems
as capable of rapidly replicating so as to present a
potentially mortal threat, provided authorization is
granted in consultation with the body’s own DNA,
the self can perform something resembling
mobilization for global warfare through the littleunderstood MHC/HLA III which interacts with
classes I and II (and also the still higher and even less
understood MHC/HLA IV [219]). When authorized,
the complement cascade, in ways not yet well
understood, can develop and equip defenses
involving all three classes of MHC/HLA along with
an enhanced capacity for rapid clearing of destroyed
pathogens and debris from collateral damage after the
conclusion of something like a global emergency
mobilization [220]. Given the seriousness of a
complement cascade in response to one or more
pathogenic conditions, it is unsurprising that the
research confirms the expectation that extreme
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autoimmune
flare
ups
commonly involve
misunderstood signals inappropriately invoking the
complement cascade [221]–[223].
Ranking Morbidities by the Depth Hypothesis
In the light of TNR-theory, it is possible to
differentiate and rank morbid conditions according to
the depth of penetration into the biosemiotic
regulating systems. Autoimmune diseases require
injuries that interfere with TNR strings involving the
MHC/HLA systems at class II and above. They fall
short, however, of the disruption of cell replication
and mitosis which can lead to tumorigenic
morbidities and with further corruption to metastatic
cancers. In fact, the distinction between autoimmune
disorders and cancers points the way toward a more
comprehensive and detailed differentiation of
morbidities in general according to the biosemiotic
depth hypothesis:
radiant energy damage < damage from macrolevel
collisions < toxic injuries < parasitic or pathogenic
intrusions < collateral damage by defense systems <
allergies < autoimmune disorders < prion diseases <
tumorigenesis < metastatic cancers
The hypothesized scale, in theory holding all else
equal, ranges from damage at the surface of the body
to penetration of the nuclear envelope enabling
corruption of mitotic processes leading at an extreme
to metastatic cancers. Of course, in addition to depth
of penetration into the body’s biosemiotic regulating
systems, it is also necessary to take account of the
timing of damage with respect to the developmental
growth spiral. All else being equal, biosemiotic
damage occurring earlier in the growth spiral (unless
it can be repaired), must be ranked as more harmful
than later damage on account of the proportion of
self-cells to be impacted downstream [149], [224].
Similarly, if timing and the extent of damage to
particular self cells is held equal, earlier and therefore
deeper penetration of the damage into regulating
systems, provided it cannot be repaired, the more
harmful it can be downstream. With respect to CNS
damage, earlier injuries are commonly repaired more
effectively than seemingly comparable damage later
in development [225]. However, paradoxically,
depending on the timing, extent, and interactive
nature of regulatory system damage similar traumatic
events during early neuronal migration and pruning
may in some instances, e.g., in autism spectrum
disorders, be more damaging in children than in
adults [141, pp. 193–194]. Nonetheless, taking all the
foregoing into account, the most dangerous
morbidities for the developing individual and future
progeny in the long run must be those that involve
penetration of the nuclear envelope containing the
crucial nuclear DNA and the gene regulating
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networks that it superintends.
Approaching and Penetrating the Nuclear
Envelope
Given the vital importance of regulating systems
upon which the maintenance, repair, and defense of
the individual and future offspring depend, it is
noteworthy that the deepest level of biosemiosis
within the nuclear DNA, and in some parts of the
central nervous system, is not only shielded from
damaging radiation and toxins by melanin [183], but
is also protected from pathogenic corruption by the
network of the body’s immune defenses. At the
surface of the cell, with the assistance of immune
cells, at optimal performance MHC/HLA peptides in
classes I and II enable a sharp differentiation of selfcells from identified pathogens before the pathogens
have a chance to proliferate and possibly invade the
interior of the body and its self-cells, or if an invasion
should occur, the self-cell can hopefully be
dismantled and the pathogen destroyed before it can
replicate and spread.
However, damage to the communication systems
involved in the differentiation of self-cells from
foreign entities, can increase the likelihood of errors
where a harmless surface peptide is mistaken for a
class II mark of an invader to be attacked and
destroyed by immune cells. This is the classic
definition of an allergy. Should the peptide happen to
trigger the basophil/mast cell degranulation a lifethreatening anaphylactic event may occur [226],
[227]. However, for allergies to progress to systemic
autoimmune disease, additional corruption must
occur at the level of the antigen presenting cells that
respond to the mistaken class II marking thus leading
to allergic reaction. In the case of systemic
autoimmune disease, class I marking on self-cells
must be mistaken as class II for many cells in one or
more tissues and organ systems of the self. Yet, such
confusion remains still outside the self-cell
replicating systems guided by systems normally wellprotected within the nuclear envelope.
Prion diseases involve oxidative stress of the
endoplasmic reticulum just outside the nucleus of
self-cells where major protein synthesis takes place
[228]–[231], along with damage to the cell’s capacity
to lyse misfolded or otherwise aberrant proteins
[232]. Corruption of nucleolin inside the nuclear
envelope is hypothesized to be necessary for
tumorigenesis [233], and at a still deeper level,
corruption must occur inside the nucleolus itself, in
order for metastatic cancer to develop. For instance,
certain factors that would normally halt the growth of
a benign tumor, and/or the apoptosis or immune
destruction of existing defective cells, must be
deactivated or destroyed [234]–[239].
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To account for at least some of the vast host of
injuries that are possible to the highly articulated
biosemiotic processes of the body, the increased
presence of certain toxins, among them Monsanto’s
glyphosate
(RoundUp)
along
with
other
environmental toxins are increasingly being
scrutinized. At the level of proteinogenesis, some
researchers have argued that non-coding amino acids
such as beta-methylamino-L-alanine (BMAA, similar
to serine; [240]–[244], canavanine (similar to
arginine; [240], [241], [245], and glypohosate
(similar to glycine; [145], [246], [247] can lead to
erroneous interpretations and are, in some instances,
misincorporated into necessary proteins [148], [248]
resulting in deformed strings that lead to disease
conditions including systemic autoimmunities [245],
[249]–[252]. However, the relevant research, at least
in the case of BMAA shows that wholesale
misincorporation of non-protoeinogenic amino acids
is not easily achieved in living cells [253], [254].
BMAA misincorporation is resisted even in bacteria
[242], though misincorporation can be humanly
engineered and achieved efficiently in vitro under
special conditions [251], [255], [256].
It is still uncertain when and where misincorporation
can occur in vivo, though some research suggests that
misincorporation of canavanine in place of arginine
may happen in the mitochondrial ribosome causing
normal protein synthesis to stall [257]. Because
misincorporation of BMAA, for one, is blocked in
many cases by editing taking place in the
mitochoindria [258], [259], a minor level of
excitotoxicity of non-coding BMAA, rather than its
misincorporation into proteins [243], [254], is
believed by some to be causing cell death and
contributing to systemic autoimmunities [260], [261].
At any rate, if misincorporation of any
nonproteinogenic amino acids ever does occur
because of their resemblance to some proteinogenic
counterpart, e.g., a molecule of phosphonated glycine
(N-phosphonomethyl-glycine) could mistakenly be
substituted for an achiral glycine molecule in a
protein string, as argued by Samsel and Seneff [145],
[247] and as described for the particular case of Nmethyl-dextral-aspartate glutamate receptors by
Cattani et al. [148, p. 72], such an erroneous
misincorporation would constitute a classic
biochemical example of a mistaken identity error,
taking the form S/π O
/ , and subsequently impacting
dependent biosemiotic cascades on which the health
of consumers of the impacted food crops depend. In
the meantime, although the results are disputed by
promoters, it appears that glyphosate may be causally
associated with loss of fertility, autoimmune diseases,
prion disease, and cancers [147], [148], [150], [151],
[248], [262]–[268].
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Some Specific Implications
One of the implications of the foregoing for the
etiology of autoimmune disorders as distinct from
cancers suggests why Familial Mediterranean Fever
(FMF), and also SLE, might reduce the likelihood of
cancers in the persons affected by them [269]–[271].
A straightforward observation that flows from the
ranking of morbidities iterated in the previous section
is that hyperactive autoimmune targeting of self-cells
is as likely to eliminate early developing tumors as
any other cells. Therefore, the rate of cancers in
persons with such conditions should be, and
apparently is, reduced [269]. It is also possible as
suggested by Brenner et al. that treatment protocols
for autoimmune disorders may have a prophylactic
effect in respect to cancers. Furthermore, given that
the kinds of damage to DNA that can impact cell
replication must take place at the level of mitosis (or
deeper in the cell’s nuclear DNA) rather than in the
MHC/HLA I surface-marking of self-cells, and
MHC/HLA II marking of foreign entities, if the
autoimmunity happens to engage MHC/HLA III and
above in a generalized inflammation attacking the
organ systems of the self, tumorigenesis and the
possibility of metastatic cancers would likely be preempted. A more subtle implication of TNR-theory is
that the intentionality, rhetorically suggested tonguein-cheek by Rida et al. [272] with respect to the
deceptive character of cancers learning to be “good at
being bad”, may be an over-reach.
What mainly distinguishes cancers from allergies and
the more serious systemic autoimmune conditions
such as SLE, is the power of replication. However,
none of the devious twists and turns of metastatic
cancerous growths require the foresight that TNRtheory shows must accompany intentionality and
self-consciousness in the production of a deliberate
lie. Those attributes along with the power to consider
possible future outcomes are essential to the child’s
development of the capacity to differentiate errors
from lies. The person lying must consciously intend
to deceive the person lied to and replication of the lie
itself is essential if that is to happen. Thus, the
essential characteristic that distinguishes cancers
from autoimmune conditions is the damage to
replication systems required for the production of
tumors. But thoughtful foresight is not required for
cancerous cells. Backing off a step, however,
systemic autoimmune conditions seem to entail
intentional pursuit of what are perceived by the
body’s immune cells as enemies. The conditions we
loosely term “allergies” involve the body’s defense
systems mistaking relatively harmless entities for
potential invaders and mounting an attack based on
that mistake. The potential harm of such an error is
augmented if and when self-cells are mistaken for
intruders and the “allergy” transitions to
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autoimmunity.
Concerns with Aluminum Adjuvants
Elemental aluminum is well-established as a toxin to
biological systems with a particularly negative
impact on the nervous system across the lifespan (for
review, see [81]. The toxic actions induced by
aluminum can be both acute and chronic. While acute
effects are now rare, chronic exposure has been
linked to Alzheimer’s disease in middle and old age
[141], [273], [274] and developmental disorders in
children [203], [273], [274].
While there is now little doubt about the potential
toxicity of aluminum, arguments against this view
tend to take one of two main tacks. The first is that
because aluminum is so common in the biosphere, its
effects must be benign. However, this view
disregards the history of aluminum exposure.
Basically, most aluminum on Earth has been bound
up in various insoluble forms such as bauxite,
rendering it largely inaccessible to organisms. The
extraction of aluminum beginning in the 19th century
changed the amount of free aluminum in the
biosphere and its subsequent widespread use virtually
assured that it has entered our lives at many levels,
from food processing, deodorants, many medicines,
and as an adjuvant in many vaccines. The latter leads
to the second critique that since the amount in
vaccines is low compared to the current overall
ubiquity of aluminum in the environment that it
cannot be harmful. Some groups, notably, the
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia “Vaccine
Education Center” according to their previous
website, had speculated that since aluminum can be
found in the developing fetus that it must therefore be
an “essential” element.
This second critique is also fundamentally flawed
since the “small amount” of aluminum in vaccines is
there because it can trigger an enhanced immune
response with, or without, the presence of some
fragment of whatever pathogen(s) the vaccine
purports to target for destruction. An additional
problem is that those voicing this critique fail to
realize that the pharmaco-kinetics of aluminum in the
body depend to a great extent on the route of
administration. For example, the fate of aluminum
ingested is quite different from aluminum injected
subcutaneously or into muscle. To assume, as some
do, that vaccine adjuvant aluminum can stimulate the
immune system, the whole purpose of adjuvants in
general, without impacting the central nervous
system (CNS), especially during rapid early
development, is shortsighted. This argument also
ignores a wealth of emerging information on
immune-nervous system interactions at various stages
of life, but most prominently in early development
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[144], [275]–[279].
The above then are some of the problems with
aluminum adjuvants: they are not inert in the body,
they travel into the CNS through a number of carrier
systems, and they have the capacity to induce
neurotoxic actions once there [273]–[275]. The main
problem, however, is that aluminum disrupts valid
TNRs in biosemiosis. In particular, aluminum
adjuvants in vaccines, for example, on account of
their intentional presentation to the body’s defenses,
not only induce errors in biosemiotic systems, but
qualify as deliberate efforts to misinform the body’s
immune defenses through a carefully constructed,
biochemical deception. Although aluminum is itself
antigenic, it has no power to present any valid signal
concerning potential invading pathogens to the
immune system. It is certainly not any one of the
pathogens that the immune system is equipped to
protect against. As a result, repeated presentations
can only create confusion in the targeting of
legitimate pathogens while further disrupting
biosemiosis and, as the research shows, the CNS.
Aluminum presents an intentional deception (a lie)
when it inexplicably appears in various organs and
the lymphatic system along with partial viral or
bacterial fragments that are supposed to be the
informative components of one or more vaccines.
Those pathogenic components also are deceptive
insofar as they fall short of the nature of the actual
pathogens they are supposed to trick the immune
system into arming up against. As a result, the body’s
semiotic systems are attacked by plethora of
deceptions by deliberately incomplete, attenuated or
morbid pathogens, at the same as its defense
communications are being disrupted by the adjuvant
intended to introduce something akin to panic in the
body’s immune response. The consequence, if
repeated often enough, is increasingly likely to be
dysregulation which is almost a classical definition of
autoimmunity. In turn, when the immune system is
undergoing rapid development in infancy and early
childhood, it is axiomatic that biosemiotic confusion
will impact the CNS where the greatest damage
occurs. If the organism survives their initial
appearance, errors in biosemiosis and neural
development are likely to become magnified through
successive stages of development as they are passed
from one generation of cells to the next through
mitotic divisions.
Conclusions
The growth spiral of normal child development —
marked by cognitive, emotional, and especially
linguistic advances — is similar in important respects
to biosemiotic developments from the molecular
level upward. Success in all such developmental
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advances depends on TNRs correctly expressed and
interpreted.
Morbidities,
including
systemic
autoimmune disorders, with systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE) as a case in focus, can be
differentiated by the depth of penetration of
damaging factors into the various biosemiotic
systems on which health and well-being depend. It is
suggested that theories of and research into the
etiology of such morbidities in general, and of
autoimmune diseases in particular, can be guided by
the examination of factors known or suspected of
damaging the critical biosemiotic systems of the
body. In the case of SLE, aluminum compounds,
particularly adjuvants in some vaccines, and certain
biocides used with genetically modified crops
destined for farm animals and human consumers of
them, are known to produce damage leading to
disease conditions.
Moreover, discerning the depth of the damage to
biosemiotic systems required to produce allergies as
contrasted with the more serious systemic
autoimmune disorders, prion diseases, and cancers,
we believe, may contribute to a better understanding
of morbid conditions in general. Specifically,
considering the nature and ranking of the biosemiotic
systems impacted in systemic autoimmune disorders
as contrasted with metastatic cancers suggest a
straightforward, even obvious, hypothesis to explain
the reduced likelihood of metastatic cancers in
persons with a systemic autoimmune disorder.
Because metastatic cancers require the corruption of
replication systems at the biosemiotic level of nuclear
DNA, whereas autoimmunity only requires the
corruption of more superficial strings at the level of
MHC/HLA I and II, as expressed at the surface of
cells, the deeper damage necessary to cause cancers
is pre-empted in self-cells destroyed by autoimmune
disease and, for the same reason, is statistically less
likely to occur elsewhere in a body impacted by a
generalized systemic autoimmune disease.
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